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Captain Dominic Holland leads a crew of skilled covert operatives and talented scientific personnel.

He's taken them to all corners of the Earth to protect the United States from biological and chemical

warfare. When his CIA handler, Meredith Webb, gives him a mission to investigate a disturbing lead

on a laboratory based out of an abandoned oil rig, they discover the most terrifying threat to

mankind they've ever faced - a genetically engineered biological weapon called the Oni Agent. Back

in the United States, Meredith discovers a frightening connection between the CIA and the Oni

Agent. But her investigations are short-lived when the agent spreads and brings mankind to its

knees. Cities burn as it turns humans into warped creatures hell-bent on destruction. Dominic and

Meredith vow to do everything they can to combat the agent and find a cure. But will their efforts be

enough to turn the tide - or is humanity's fate already sealed?
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This book is AMAZING! I couldn't put it down as I just HAD to know what would happen next! The

story opens with a lab demonstration in Japan, using prisoners of war. The aim is to create a horrific

bioweapon to seek revenge for the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki... Then we meet Meredith,

a middle-aged womani in the CIA... she finds something that doesn't add up. She calls Dom Holland

and his Hunters to investigate... and there are outbreaks of violence occurring in major

cities...Anthony Melchiorri side steps into a different type of zombie story but remains true to himself

in that there are biotechnologies responsible. He is one my favorite new authors who writes stories



that are different but with real people as heroes. The writing is smooth and solid, the characters are

well-developed and very memorable, the action goes into breakneck speed, and the story is a

different take on the usual zombie stories. We are taken to somewhere in Japan, to an abandoned

oil rig, and then back to Maryland. It's great to see an older woman as a lead character who seeks

the truth no matter what happens to her. Meredith is someone you know you can trust and rely upon

when all heck is breaking loose! Dom Holland is a true Patriot who makes it his life career to defend

the US and its citizens from any and all attacks by chemical or biological weapons. Even Dom's

daughter Kara and their golden retriever Maggie rise to the occasion to protect the weaker people

around them.There are other characters who capture your heart and have you hoping they will

achieve what they hope to achieve... find what is causing the "Skulls" (like armored zombies) and

then race for the cure...The story was a great read! I found myself thinking "just ONE more chapter

and I'll go to bed"...
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